MODELING OF AN ANALYTICAL DATABASE SYSTEM
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Abstract: This paper describes a modeling for constructing an analytical database, with the objective to store historical values and also the most recent values starting from operational databases. The first function of this modeling is to map operational database into analytical database, using their E-R diagrams. For that, we created ten steps, which will support the mapping. The second function is to make available mechanisms for generation, transport and storage of these historic data. For that, we specified triggers and procedures for each step.

1 INTRODUCTION

This work proposes a new modeling form for the Analytical Databases. The importance attributed to the data modelling techniques, considering the several data transformation and transference phases between the diverse system types.

In recent years, the need for storing and recovering historical data has presented great growth. The main reason for this is because operational databases have not been designed to attend to such necessities, nowadays so important for the most of applications. Usually, the purpose of operational databases is to store only the most recent value. The need to have previous data is taking the organizations to look for resources that provide an efficient model and storage of historical data.

For a good administration of an organization, it is important that database system supplies all the data evolution states that is, all the values assumed by the data since its creation. Such evolution can be of great importance for a future process of decision taking.

Usually, to prevent from the excessive growth of the operational databases, many of the past referring values are discarded, that is, they do not become permanent.

For many organizations, the storage of historical data is becoming, a great problem, because there exist few adapted tools for such process.

So, this work has the purpose to make possible the development of mechanisms and techniques that assist in the mapping, storage and use of analytical data, resulting in the Analytical Databases, having as basis the Operational Databases available in the organizations.

Section 2 describes triggers and procedures that are the practical resources that will be used for the generation of the analytical data. Section 3 describes the proposal of an analytical database and on section 4 we make our conclusions about this work.

2 TRIGGERS AND PROCEDURES

Triggers and procedures can also cooperate to the end users application development tools, adding processing resources. Moreover, they also make possible to declare variables based on database attributes, making the code independent from physical changes in the attributes.

Using these resources it is possible to reduce the number of code lines needed by tools used in the development of end users applications. So, many business rules, constraints and integrity rules can be programmed directly in the database, and so, the end application may contain only basic instructions, without the need to guarantee the integrity every time a routine is programmed. It becomes the end applications more agile, with a simpler code, and consequently a better total performance of the application.
3 ANALYTICAL DATABASE MODELING

The analytical database has a more complete and rich storage, comparing to the operational environment, and has the specific objective to help the administrators in the medium and long time decision taking process.

It is necessary that the analytical database be more specialized than an operational database, offering historic data for analysis.

When we talk about a more specialized database, we mean a system with different objectives from operational databases, about data storage states. In this case, the specialization has the main objective to supply data for decision taking based on business planning.

The main objective of this work is to propose and describe a modeling and implementation approach for an analytical database, as shown in Figure 1.

The adopted way of storage is using only one repository, that is, all the operational databases must originate only one analytical database, which will receive from the operational database all the data necessary for the decision taking process.

Such task is divided into three stages, as shown in Figure 2 and discussed below. It is important to say that the three Stages proposed here must be based on the business planning for the organization. This way, it is essential the participation of business analysts, as well as the system analysts in this proposal.

3.1 Stage A: Mapping E-R Diagrams into Unified E-R Diagram

This stage intends to map the several E-R diagrams used for the operational database modeling into only one unified E-R diagram, with the objective to join, distinguish and standardize all the entities sets.

With this stage, we intend to reduce some problems, like: same data with different names, different data with same name, different measurement unities, null values, duplicate keys, and so on. These problems may occur especially because it is possible to work with more than one operational database.

**Step A1:** Identification of entities sets, which store distinct data with equal names.

There can be several operational databases, which will compose the analytical database. In such databases, there can be sets of entities which have same names, but storing distinct data types. As it is not possible to work this way, it is necessary to identify such entities sets and give them different denominations.

**Step A2:** Identification of entities sets that store common data with distinct names.

There can be several operational databases, which will compose the analytical database. In such databases, there can be entities sets which have different names, but storing common data types. So, it is necessary to identify such entities sets and, eventually, give them the same denominations.

**Step A3:** Identification of attributes that store common data with distinct names.

There can be several operational databases, which will compose the analytical database. In such databases, there can be, in the several entities sets identified in the Step A2, attributes with different names, but storing common data types. Such duplication can occur even with attributes used as primary keys, what is not admissible. So, this step seeks to solve this kind of problem.

**Step A4:** Identification of primary key attributes – value duplication

It is possible the occurrence of duplication of attribute values at the moment of the analytical data generation, because it is made the unification of entities sets, as described in the Steps A2 and A3. Such duplication can occur even with attributes used as primary keys, what is not admissible. So, this step seeks to solve this kind of problem.

**Step A5:** Identification of foreign key attributes.

The main reason of this step is due to primary key values change, as suggested at Step A4, and as
these values could be used as foreign key by other entities sets, allowing the integrity lost. Then, these new values must be propagated to every entities sets, to avoiding the integrity lost among data.

3.2 Stage B: Mapping the Unified E-R Diagram into Analytical E-R Diagram

This stage has as its objective to map the unified E-R diagram, obtained at the end of Stage A, into an analytical E-R diagram, supporting the analytical database with a structure that allows the storage of historical data.

The main objectives of this stage are: reduction of the operational entities and attributes data structures; inclusion of time attributes; addition of derived attributes; modification of data relationship into entities sets and the accommodation of different granularity levels.

Step B1: Selection of entities and attributes sets, which will be stored in the analytical database.

It is essential to select all the entities and attributes sets, which will really be in the process of the analytical database generation. At this step it will also be possible to check which entities sets are purely operational, because this kind of data is not included in the analytical database generation process.


It is very important, at several cases, the inclusion of attributes that will control the period of time when the entities values will be valid. That is, at a certain time, such value was considered the most recent, or valid. For this reason, it is necessary the inclusion of time attributes.

At some cases, it may be necessary to add a new set of entities to store all the occurrences of value changes. This step is one of the most important of this proposal.

Step B3: Inclusion of derived attributes.

At some cases, it may be necessary to take decisions at a short space of time. It may be necessary to make very complex queries, which need to access a great volume of tuples, and also to make many calculations.

So, in this step it is made the addition of attributes derived from other ones as, for example, the amount of a selling, the age of a person, etc.

Step B4: Creation of entities sets

In some cases, it may be necessary to store multivalued attributes, that is, attributes that need to store many values for the same tuple.

Step B5: Application of the different granularity levels

This step is important when we consider the performance factor. If we have a great level of data summarization, we will have also a lower volume of data storage.

There are many ways to increase the granularity: by summary, by average, by limit values, or by and weekly or monthly values (Kimball, 2002).

3.3 Stage C: Generation of the Analytical Data

This stage has the objective to generate, transport and store the analytical data, originated from the operational databases to the analytical database, using triggers and procedures.

All this generation, transport and storing process must be started based on the diagrams generated by Stage B. Figure 3 shows how this stage must occur.

The structures that will compose the analytical database are based on analytical E-R diagrams.

Using the operations made by the end users, which will automatically call the triggers and procedures programmed directly at operational database, data from operational databases will be immediately and remotely transported to the analytical database every time that occurs some transactions, which affects the tuples and/or the attributes selected for the analytical data generation.

The next items describe the subprograms, that are, the generic triggers and procedures necessary to complement this proposal.


The objective of this step is the creation of a trigger to implement Step B1. The generic trigger proposed for this step is specified at Figure 4.
**Step C2:** Generation of Trigger for Step B2

This step complements Step C1 and has the objective to include dates in the tuples that have changes in attributes values. The generic trigger proposed for this step is specified at Figure 5.

![Figure 5: Specification of Step C2.](image1)

**Step C3:** Generation of Trigger for Step B3

The objective of this step is the creation of a trigger to implement Step B3. The generic trigger proposed for this step is specified at Figure 6.

![Figure 6: Specification of Step C3.](image2)

**Step C4:** Generation of Trigger for the Step B4

The objective of this step is the creation of a trigger to implement Step B4. The generic trigger proposed for this step is specified at Figure 7.

![Figure 7: Specification of Step C4.](image3)

**Step C5:** Generation of Trigger for the Step B5

The objective of this step is the creation of a procedure to implement Step B5. The generic procedure proposed for this step is specified at Figure 8.

![Figure 8: Specification of Step C5.](image4)

**4 CONCLUSIONS**

This work described the creation of a historic database, which can be very useful for decision making process. Besides, there will not be necessary the acquisition of expensive tools to make the generation of the analytical database, because the entire process can be implemented using triggers and procedures.

It must be emphasized the implementation facility and the low cost of the solution proposed in this work, especially when compared to data warehouse technology, which is much more complex and expensive.

For future work, we intend to study a real case, to show the applicability of this solution.
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